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Abstract 
 

Quartz, the all-in-one platform developed in Bank of America’s Global Markets Research Technology 

(GMRT) department, is heavily used for development teams, but lacks an easy method for monitoring 

system health. We spoke with GMRT Quartz users to identify gadgets that would be useful to them in 

their work, and developed seven gadgets to fill their needs. Our final deliverable was a Credit Dashboard 

containing seven gadgets that monitor the health of various components of Quartz.   
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Executive Summary 
 

Bank of America, like most large-scale financial, corporate, and wealth management institutions, is 

heavily involved in credit trading. An entire division of the company is dedicated to the buying and 

selling of credit derivatives. The Global Markets Research Technology (GMRT) department supports 

trading activities by developing proprietary and nonproprietary software to make trading as easy and 

efficient as possible. One of the most important projects in GMRT is the development of Quartz, an all-

in-one system for market data, risk measures, approval workflow, and a central location for all tools an 

employee will need. The final vision for Quartz is to have one platform containing front-to-back pricing, 

risk management, lifecycle, settlements, and analytics. This system would allow for quick turnaround 

time on new instruments and tools for users, and easier collaboration for developers by working on the 

same base code.  

 Quartz is a large system made up of many smaller components, so a large issue it faces is in 

monitoring system health. Specialized Quartz Dashboards are already incorporated to display interesting 

statistics on Quartz users and development progress in teams, but there are no global monitors on 

processes and applications. The Quartz system needs some way to allow GMRT users to monitor 

applications and processes that are pertinent to their work.  

 Our project was to develop a Credit Dashboard to contain gadgets that monitor various Quartz 

components’ health. The gadgets developed monitor different applications and queues within Sandra, 

the object-orientated database where information is stored. The Credit Dashboard acts as a central 

location for the gadgets to be contained, and which all users have access to through Quartz. 

 We had two main objectives for the completion of this project: Identify desired gadgets, and 

develop those gadgets for the Credit Dashboard. We spoke with our sponsor liaison, and project 

manager, Peter Bartek about his ideas for needed gadgets, and interviewed with other GMRT Quartz 

users to find out what tools they would like to have. The gadgets were developed through a defined 

process: generate idea, define specifications, create concept art, create proof of concept, tailor gadget 

to need, and finally a finished gadget that could be put into production.  

 Each gadget was developed to fill a need or purpose for one user, and monitors a specific 

application or queue. In pertinent gadgets, we included the ability to drill down into more detail through 

the use of hyperlinks to intermediate pages or Sandra database items. The code for each gadget can be  
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easily edited and adapted for another user’s purpose, if they would like to use the Credit Dashboard. 

The first gadgets on the Credit Dashboard were created by Bartek as proof of concept for the project, 

and contain information on the number of items in different queues. We added five unique gadgets 

(seven gadgets total) to the Dashboard and later eliminated the original gadgets from Bartek when their 

data was incorporated into one of the gadgets we designed.  

 Our first gadget, named Sandra Database Last Five Trades, pulls information on the last five 

trades entered into a Processed queue of the Sandra database and displays the fields in a table. The next 

gadget developed, Blotter Last Five Events, displays the last five events that a user has entered in their 

electronic blotter, called E-Dash (or CST Sales Tool). The Last Ten Alerts gadget provides a table of the 

last ten Alerts from a queue of alerts sent from an application, and generates popup notifications when 

a new alert has arrived. The Trades and Alerts gadget displays information on items in various queues, 

including the queues displayed in the original gadgets by Bartek. A table is used to display the number of 

items, a pie chart for each queue displays the ratio of different queues inside each larger queue, and a 

bar chart displays each queue, and their ratios, in a single chart. Blotter User Statistics is a gadget 

developed to display users launching their electronic blotter. A tree map shows the usage of the 

application in comparison with different department teams, and a graph displays the users and launches 

over the last ten days.  

 The final deliverable of this project is a Credit Dashboard with seven gadgets that monitor 

various aspects of system health within Quartz for users to view. The Credit Dashboard can be further 

improved through the generation of new gadget ideas by identifying users’ needs, and the addition of 

more gadgets to the Dashboard. If more teams within GMRT begin using the Dashboard, further 

improvements can be made by creating individual customizable dashboards for users. This can be 

achieved by first editing current and future gadgets to allow for easy customization for displaying 

information from different applications or queue paths. Once gadgets are customizable to users, the 

Credit Dashboard could allow for the addition and removal of gadgets at a user’s convenience, and 

preference storage so that upon launch, a user’s customization is saved. 

 A personal, customizable Dashboard would greatly benefit users by allowing them to easily 

monitor system health, and any data relevant to their work, so that issues, errors, or discrepancies can 

be dealt with quickly before it becomes a larger issue.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

Over the last one hundred years, technology has drastically changed the way in which humans conduct 

their lives. Social interactions, careers, travel, and businesses have all been affected by the wave of 

technological advances, and the advent of computers and access to internet further served to improve 

the quality of human life. Banks too have been modernized and improved through the use of new 

technologies to more easily and efficiently run their business.  

We observed what seemed to be a strong commitment to quality at Bank of America, including 

the firm’s technology department. In an effort to create a single system for all market data, trades, risk 

assessment and approval workflow, a core team of technology employees developed Quartz. Quartz 

permits all users access to the same base materials, which allows for easier collaboration, sharing, and 

access to data. The system offers many different applications to users, from browsers to development 

tools and soon, an electronic blotter.  

 With such a large system containing so many smaller components, keeping track of specific 

applications becomes a difficult chore. A user can look through DB Browser, a browser for the Sandra 

database that contains all items, to find a specific process, queue of events, or transaction, but it is not 

easy to see something as simple as the last recorded trade that failed. Going through the process of 

finding this information takes time and effort, and Quartz users have many more important things they 

could be doing instead. 

 Quartz would benefit from a central location for system information that is easy to view and 

keep track of any wanted occurrences. The Quartz Core Team has already developed Dashboards that 

display statistics on the adoption of Quartz and developer’s work, displayed on TV’s on the 31st Floor of 

the Bank of America Tower at One Bryant Park, and also available through Quartz. While statistics on 

Quartz users and lines of code committed is pertinent and interesting to look at, additional system 

information and monitoring of processes would be beneficial to users. 

 Our project aims to fill this need through the creation of a Credit Dashboard containing gadgets 

that monitor system information. The Dashboard acts as an easy to view central location for system 

information that all users have access to, and the gadgets are developed and designed to display 

relevant information in a style that is both easy to understand and aesthetically pleasing. Each gadget 

begins with a high-level view of an application, process, or queue, but has the ability to drill down into 
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more information by providing links to either intermediate pages containing more information, or 

straight to the Sandra database to see the item directly. This way, users receive both an overview of 

relevant information, and easy access to more details if they need to know more.   
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Chapter 2: Background 
 

This chapter reviews information pertinent to the understanding and development of the creation of the 

Credit Dashboard.  

2.1 Credit Trading at Bank of America 
 

Credit Trading involves the buying and selling of corporate bonds and credit derivatives. A corporate 

bond is a debt security issued by a corporation and sold to investors. The bond is then paid for by future 

operations of the company. The interest rate at which the company pays back its bond holders is 

determined by their creditworthiness and credit rating. A company with a higher credit rating will pay a 

lower coupon rate than a company with a low credit rating. This is because the company with the higher 

credit rating is deemed to be more likely to pay back their investors and is therefore less likely to 

default. The higher coupon rate is required on the lower credit rated company in order to entice 

investors to take on the extra risk associated with lending them money. In order to protect themselves 

from the interest rate risk and default risk of holding corporate bonds, Bank of America and other banks 

will also trade credit derivatives. 

Bank of America uses credit derivatives to manage their exposure to credit risk. The most 

common credit derivatives are credit default swaps (CDS). A CDS acts like a form of insurance that 

protects against the failure to repay, or default, of the underlying asset. When Bank of America 

purchases a CDS, the firm receives the credit protection while the seller guarantees the protection in the 

case of default. The risk of default is then held by the seller of the CDS instead of by Bank of America. 

This is used to manage the risk of their portfolio. With the large number of mortgage loans, auto loans, 

and personal loans that are issued by banks it is important that they are able to protect themselves from 

the non-repayment of these loans in order to stay in business. Since banks trade with each other, they 

all trade the same instruments while relying on their proprietary software and strategies to give them an 

edge in the market.  

2.2 Global Markets Research Technology 
 

The Global Markets Research Technology (GMRT) Division within Bank of America develops proprietary 

and non-proprietary software in order to support the Global Markets businesses including Equity, 

Electronic Trading, Rates & Currencies, Credit and Structured Products, Commodities, Research, Sales, 
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and Capital Markets. The Credit Trading Technology Department supports the sales teams and traders 

on the trading floor. They develop applications to help make the day-to-day operations of the sales 

teams and traders easier. Ideas for applications will either be generated themselves or they will meet 

directly with the teams to talk about any issues they are having and ideas they have for applications. If 

an application is feasible, it will be assigned to a team to begin development. Once an application is 

finished it will be released to a few sales team members or traders as a beta application to work out any 

bugs in the system. Here, the teams will make sure the application works well with the current systems 

being used and functions properly. After beta testing, the application will be released to the teams for 

use in their everyday operations. Continuous monitoring of the application as well as updates will be 

performed as long as it is in use.  

Over the last few years, one of the major projects from the GMRT department is Quartz, which 

aims to become an all-in-one system for market data, risk analysis, trades, and approval workflow. The 

Quartz Documentation lists that the ultimate vision for Quartz is:  

 One platform for trades, market data, analytics, and risk measures across asset groups  

 Front-to-back pricing, risk management, lifecycle, settlements and approval workflow  

 Quants/Tech/Front Office/Middle Office/Operations developers work on the same code base – 

tear down silos  

 Quick turnaround for new instruments, risk and Front Office tools without sacrificing 

maintainability 

Quartz is heavily used in GMRT, but many sectors of the company never open it. The Quartz Core 

Team and many others in the department work towards making applications that would interest users 

into using the system. 

 

2.3 Quartz 

 

Quartz is an object-orientated all-in-one platform for trades, market data, risk management, and 

development groups created and used exclusively by Bank of America. The concept behind this system is 

transparency; all users have access to view, contribute, and modify content in the system, with some 

restrictions. This allows for users to more easily access data, analytics, and other tools needed for work. 

Collaboration is much simpler for developers, as they all work on the same base code. The system also 
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provides quick turnaround time for new instruments and tools through a unique approval workflow 

system. 

The overall system is called Quartz, but is made up of many smaller components and 

applications. The base tool used is QZDesktop, which users can install on their computers to access 

Quartz similar to how you would a Windows folder system (figure 1). Users can find shortcuts to Quartz 

applications, add applications to their favorites, and easily add programs that they want to automatically 

start.  The applications are organized by folder, applications for Credit located in that folder, and 

applications for Development in the Dev folder.  

 

 

Figure 1. QZDesktop 

QZDesktop offers many applications for different user areas. The applications general to all 

Quartz users and applications most pertinent to this project are described in the following sections.  

2.3.1 Sandra: The object database 
 

All object types and transactions that occur through Quartz are stored in the Sandra Database. The 

transactions can be viewed using the DB Browser, which allows a user to switch from several different 

databases, and filter through different subdirectories to find a specific transaction (figure 2). Based on 
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the location of an object inside of the DB Browser, a program can retrieve information from the Sandra 

Database, or use the location to generate a URL to launch the object in the DB Browser. 

 

Figure 2. Sandra Database through DB Browser 

DB Browser has three views, the Explorer, Usage map, and Tabulator. For most cases, the 

Explorer view (figure 2) is the easiest way to navigate, as it functions like a folder with subfolders. 

Clicking into an item drills down into that folder, and any folders under it. The Tabulator works in the 

same way, but in the view of a table blotter. The Usage Map view, while visually appealing, does not 

make it easy to dive into less well-used directories, as the directories with the largest amount of data 

appear larger than those with less data (figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Sandra Database through DB Browser, Usage Map view 

The Browser is difficult to navigate through – objects are usually stored with a generated name, 

so searching for a specific trade without the exact title would be impossible. To access an object, a user 

needs to first be inside the correct database inside Sandra, and then navigate correctly through the 

subdirectories before filtering for the exact object name.  

Searching by index can, in some cases, be more beneficial than going through the directory. 

Information in the Indices is stored in an index and can be accessed if the user knows what index they 

need to search in. The DB Browser also provides the ability to browse recent transactions, recent 

connections to applications, and message statistics. 

2.3.2 Quack: Quartz Access Control 
 

Quack controls access for groups of users to certain areas. 

2.3.3 QZDev: Development application 
 

QZDev is an application for the development of code projects (figure 4). Code can be written, reviewed, 

and put into production through this application. A user writes or changes code, “commits” it, and 

“pushes” it to another user or to be reviewed. This system designs means that collaboration and code 

sharing is very easy. The code is kept local to the user until it has been committed so that an error does 

not affect other systems. After review, it can be put into production. This system allows for quick 

turnaround, and changes can be pushed, reviewed, and put into production in half a day.  
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Figure 4. QZDev application 

QZDev is the program we will be using for the development of the gadgets for this project. The 

program features searching, debugging, and testing capabilities that can be used in the development of 

coding projects. Some of the key features that were used during this project are on the left hand 

sidebar, which provides browsing through python files, and an outline of the current python document. 

This helps a developer to keep track of where they are in a large project. The searching capability was 

also heavily used in this project, as it can find the source code for any definitions that were imported 

into the current document. The most important tool of any development application is, of course, the 

debugger, which was heavily used over the course of this project to find errors.  

2.3.4 DAG: Quartz Dependency Graph 
 

DAG is a parse-time extension for python and contains a framework and programming model for 

developers. The model features subscriptions, layers, and filtering so that time dependent data can be 

updated without non-time dependent data having to be as well. Developers create DAG objects that are 

automatically serialized into the Sandra database. 

2.3.5 AMPS: Real-time publish/subscribe 
 

AMPS is a third party message system that allows users to subscribe or publish from real time data. For 

example, an application that looks at the last five trades completed would configure AMPS to notify the 

application when another trade had completed to keep the information updated. 
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2.3.6 Inform: Real-time Sandra notifications 
 

Inform is a component of Quartz that uses the AMPS messaging system to notify of changes in the 

Sandra database based on the Sandra transactions. Inform allows users to subscribe to changes, and be 

notified of that change. In the case of an application, inform will tell an application that something had 

changed, and the application itself will call to update or make any changes. This application, used with 

the correct programming style, can allow programs to run quicker and more efficiently. Rather than 

updating every few seconds, the program can refresh only when a change has been made. This 

application can also be used to make a single change, rather than updating an entire batch of data, 

making it more efficient. For example, a program that displays the last ten events to occur in the 

database can add the latest event in and knock the oldest out instead of finding the last ten events and 

displaying them a second time. 

This feature was used frequently in the gadgets created in this project, as many of them 

featured real-time information. The ability to make an update when a change has been made meant 

that the information displayed in our gadgets were as accurate and up to date as possible. 

2.3.7 Bob: Quartz Batch Scheduler 
 

Bob is the scheduling system for Quartz, controlled through the Bob Monitor. Bob jobs can be specified 

by creating job files in QZDev.  

2.3.8 Qzap: Quartz Addressable Protocol 
 

Qzap allows for users to translate and access information as if they were working in a web browser. 

Applications can be “Qzapified” to contain a Qzap URL and be accessed without losing the state of the 

application. For example, employee information pages are accessed by browsing through Qzap, or 

typing in the Qzap URL (figure 5). For convenience, Qzap saves a user’s top preferences, so that a 

suggestion menu of links drops down from the top search bar in the same way most web browsers do. 

To come soon in Qzap is the ability to see your search history and save favorite pages.  
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Figure 5. Employee Profile through Qzap 

Most Quartz applications are addressable through Qzap, including the DB Browser. The Qzap 

application is particularly helpful as it not only provides users with the ability to easily navigate to 

certain applications, but also provides hyper-linking from text to launching a Qzap URL. Part of the Qzap 

code includes NavURL, which can be used to generate Qzap URLs and to launch them from their 

applications or pages. In this project, we use Qzap and NavURL to generate Qzap URLs for displayed 

information, so that a user can drill down into more information by clicking on the item they want to 

view. 

2.3.9 Powwow: The Quartz communication system 
 

Powwow is Quartz’s built in communication system. In Powwow are different groups (similar to internet 

chat rooms) that users can join to speak with each other. Users can also create their own groups. They 

are used often for questions during any large assemblies or lectures that are offered, and as a quick and 

simple messaging system for users.  
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2.3.10 Quartz Deal Model: A format for all trades 
 

To make the Quartz system as simple as possible, there needs to be consistency across the platform. For 

trades, the model to follow is the Quartz Deal Model, which formats trades into an object-orientated 

view (figure 6). In it, you have a Position (buy or sell). A Position is made up of some number of the same 

Instrument. A Book contains Positions, and a portfolio contains Books or other Portfolios. Altogether, 

this makes up a Deal. The content of a Deal is edited through the use of Events. For example, rather than 

editing the Deal so that we have 5000 Instruments instead of 10000, an event is created that does this. 

This keeps track of the history of a Deal, and prevents mistakes. 

 

Figure 6. Quartz Deal Model 

2.3.11 Dashboard: Dashboard of Quartz statistics 
 

The Dashboards (Dashboard and Dashboard 2) contain gadgets that display information on Quartz 

statistics (figures 7 and 8). For example, one gadget has a tree map of Quartz users, to see what sections 

of the company are still not utilizing it, and what sections are using it frequently. There are also gadgets 

to display the machine’s CPU and RAM usage, Apps that look at conflicts in Sandra, Last Review 

Requests, and more. The Dashboards can be loaded from a user’s computer, but are also displayed on 

TVs on the 31st Floor of the Bank of America Tower, near the Quartz Core Team. 
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Figure 7. Quartz Dashboard 

 

Figure 8. Quartz Dashboard 2 

 The Dashboards are desktop applications that, on startup, check a global gadget directory for 

what gadgets to display. A Developer could create their own Dashboard and gadgets by importing the 

base dashboard definitions and adding their own gadgets. All of the gadgets to be displayed need to be 
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referenced in the Core team’s qzap_gadgets.py file, which acts as a sort of directory for a dashboard to 

see what gadgets are available, and then called from the dashboard main(). As long as the user does not 

commit or push any files, the dashboard and gadgets will remain local to them. An example of a 

dashboard main() calling one gadget named sandralastfivetrades that utilizes clickable Qzap URL links: 

 

2.4 Python 

 

The main programming language used for the project is Python. Comparing to other mainstream 

programming languages, Java and C++ for instance, Python requires less detailed syntax and provides 

better readability, and thus is easier to learn. It supports multiple programming paradigms, including 

both object-oriented and functional programming, making it a flexible and dynamic system. Python code 

can be packaged into standalone executable programs and runs on Windows, Linux/Unix, Mac OSX, and 

has been ported to the Java and .NET virtual machines. As such a versatile programming language, it is 

used often for the building of credit trading technology platforms and applications. 

2.5 Application Development 
 

Basic software development utilizes the waterfall model method when programming (figure 9). The 

waterfall method encompasses the following order of steps: project requirement, business analysis, 

software design, implementation, testing, and maintenance. Developers will typically follow this order 

of steps; however they can go back to prior steps when needed.  

def main(): 

    gadgets = [ 

        credit.dashboard.gadgets.url.sandra_last_five_trades(), 

    ] 

    for navUrl in gadgets: 

        level, elem = qzap.launchAppPageFromURL(str(navUrl)) 

    return elem 
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Figure 9. Waterfall Model 

 

 During the project requirement and business analysis phase, information is gathered about the 

required outcomes of the project. This is where the project scope, requirements, and timeline are 

initially decided upon. The software design phase is where all new features are discussed and a general 

design of the software will be created. During implementation is where the major software 

development and research takes place. Testing takes place concurrently with the implementation 

process. Any errors found are corrected and the performance of the product is tested across multiple 

platforms. Maintenance is carried out throughout the life of the product to ensure sustainability.   
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Chapter 3: Methodology  
 

The goal of this project was to create a Credit Dashboard containing gadgets to display the overall health 

of the credit system of Quartz, and easily drill down into details when necessary. This tool is beneficial 

for users to be able to quickly identify and access any issues that may be occurring.  

 The following chapter explains the methods and processes followed to achieve the project goal 

of creating a Credit Dashboard. Project tasks were completed in a linear fashion, concurrent to the 

writing of the final report (figure 10). The final week of the project was dedicated to final revisions, and 

preparation for the final presentation on December 17th, 2013.   

 

Figure 10. Project Timeline 

3.1 Research 

 

This project required a solid understanding of Quartz, Bank of America’s all-in-one platform for 

developers, market data, trades, risk management, and approval workflows. As Quartz is an internal 

system, created and used exclusively by Bank of America, all research into the system was through the 
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available tutorials, provided by Bank of America for new hires to learn about the system. The tutorials 

are recorded presentations on different Quartz topics, by different members of the Quartz Core team. 

We began with the Introduction tutorial, and then jumped into relevant topics as necessary. Peter 

Bartek, our sponsor liaison for the project, gave us a brief overview and demonstration of the Quartz 

system in our first meeting (Meeting Logs, Appendix A). 

 Concurrently with watching the tutorial videos, we used Quartz Academy to learn about the 

system (figure 11). Quartz Academy is an interactive approach to learning the system, where important 

topics are broken down into modules and can be easily stepped through by the user. Topics include an 

introduction to Quartz, extensive Python tutorials, and how to use the development environment within 

Quartz.  

 

Figure 11. Quartz Academy Example 

 However, the best method for learning Quartz was actually using it. We spent time clicking 

through the QZDesktop application and opening up applications to see what they did. For the 

applications we used frequently, such as QZDev, AMPS, and Sandra, we would go back to the tutorial 

videos and watch the videos relevant to the application for a more solid understanding of how to use it.  

 These three methods combined served to help us learn to easily navigate and use pertinent 

Quartz applications for the purpose of completing our project objectives (see Chapter 2.3). 
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3.2 Project Objectives 
 

We identified two main objectives for the completion of our project goal to create a Dashboard to 

display the system health for Quartz: 

 Identify gadget specifications that teams would find useful and relevant in their work 

 Create a dashboard with gadgets to display relevant information 

In this section we summarize the methods used in order to complete each of the objectives. 

3.2.1 Identify Desired Gadgets 
 

The Credit Dashboard project began as an idea from the mind of Peter Bartek, who thought that a 

dashboard displaying a high level view of Quartz with the ability to drill down into details would be 

beneficial for users to see what is happening from a system view. Coming into this project, Peter Bartek 

already had a few ideas for possible gadgets; last five trades, list of Queues, technical errors, and 

business alerts.  

 We met with different development teams’ members to see what they would be interested in 

seeing on the Credit Dashboard (Meetings Log, Appendix A). Each interview started with the same 

outline of questions (Appendix B), but became more discussion-based as we learned about what role 

each member played and what they would like to see in a credit dashboard. We used the ideas and 

concepts talked about in these interviews to develop new gadgets for the Dashboard. Meetings 

occurred on a week-by-week basis as gadgets were developed, so that each meeting could start with a 

view of the most recent Dashboard and gadgets created.  

3.2.2 Create Dashboard and Gadgets 
 

For each desired gadget from the previous section, we met the need of the user by developing the 

gadget for the Dashboard. The creation of each gadget followed the same process from idea to finished 

product (figure 12). 
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Figure 12. Gadget Development Process 

Idea 

Each gadget starts as an idea – a vague solution to either a current problem or to fill the need of a user. 

For the majority of the gadgets developed, the idea came from one of the team members, to fill one of 

their needs. Other times, the idea was generated from our project group to fill some need of a user, 

which in most cases was the ability to see a high level view of Quartz with the ability to drill-down when 

needed.  

Specifications 

After we have an idea, we flesh out the specifications for the gadget. We aim to answer the following 

questions: 

 What does the Gadget do? 

 What teams/who will be using the gadget? 

 What information do we need to gather for the gadget? 

 What information will be displayed? 

 How will the information be displayed? 

Concept Art 

Once there is an understanding of what need the gadget fulfills and what it should do, concept art is 

created for how we would like the gadget to look. The information needs to be displayed in a way that is 

easy to follow, uncluttered, and aesthetically pleasing. By creating a picture of our idea of the final 

product, the process of writing the code for the gadget is made simpler by having an understanding of 
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the final picture. The concept art was usually created in Excel to allow for easy manipulation of tables 

and graphs as ideas changed throughout the process.   

Proof of Concept 

From the concept art, we create a gadget that fulfills the gadget specifications. This requires using 

QZDev to write, test, and revise the code through the Application Development Process (see Chapter 

2.5) until we have a working product.  

Revisions 

Once we have a working prototype of the gadget, we bring the gadget back to the original user that 

desired it for a design review and gather feedback. If necessary, we continue revising until we have a 

product the user finds satisfactory.  

Finished Gadget 

The finished gadget is added to the Credit Dashboard and pushed into production.  

 

3.3 Gadget Production 
 

When a gadget is finished, it goes through a series of steps to be put into production. The code is first 

pushed to, and reviewed by, our group’s immediate manager (and sponsor liaison), Peter Bartek. Bartek 

reviews the code before pushing it up to be into production. Later edits to production code can be 

made, pushed, and reviewed in the same manner.  

When a gadget is in Production, it means that the code is globally available to Quartz users – 

everyone can view it, and edit it in their own user area, but cannot make global changes. The gadgets 

are globally available, such that when each user launches the Credit Dashboard Icon, it references the 

global gadgets available. Because users can see the base code, they have the ability to adapt it to their 

own purposes, or make revisions and optimizations that they think would make the Dashboard or 

gadget run more efficiently. Their edits can be pushed through to the core team to production.   
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Chapter 4: Gadget Specifications 
 

This chapter explains the structure of the created Credit Dashboard, how the dashboard and gadgets 

interact with one another, and the details of the purpose, reasoning, and development of each gadget 

on the Credit Dashboard. 

4.1 The Credit Dashboard 
 

The Credit Dashboard displays gadgets containing a high-level view of the credit system’s functions, and 

is the culmination of this project’s goals. Each gadget contains separate information on different 

relevant systems inside the credit division at Bank of America, and the Credit Dashboard acts as a central 

location for the information (figure 13).  

 

Figure 13. The Credit Dashboard 

 The Credit Dashboard is a desktop application, which enables a user to click the icon and have 

the program immediately launch. The icon to launch the Credit Dashboard is located inside QZDesktop, 

under the Credit/Beta path directory (figure 14).  
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Figure 14. QZDesktop with link to Credit Dashboard (Dashboard (QA)) 

 Chapter 2.3.11 explains the two dashboards the Quartz Core Team created for displaying Quartz 

statistics, and how they work. The Credit Dashboard works in exactly the same way. When the Credit 

Dashboard icon is clicked, it launches the user’s version of the Credit Dashboard (which is the global 

version that every user has access to, unless they have made edits). Inside the dashboard code, all 

libraries and definitions (including the definitions for each gadget) are imported from the base code 

directory that each user has access to. This allows the dashboard to inherit that code and use its 

functions and definitions. The dashboard then calls for what gadgets to be displayed using the 

definitions it inherited (figure 15). 
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Figure 15. Process of Launching the Credit Dashboard 

When the dashboard is launched, each gadget is taken in turn and checked that it is inside the 

global gadget registry. If the gadget is inside, the gadget is loaded. If the gadget is not in the registry, the 

program will throw an error. Once all the gadgets have been loaded, the dashboard is launched. A Bob 

Job running in the background gathers the actual information for each gadget, and upon launch, the 

gadget pulls from the stored Bob Job so that it does not have to do this work itself. 

 Currently, there are seven gadgets (five unique gadgets) on the Credit Dashboard. Two more 

gadgets that were created by Peter Bartek as proof of concept for this project were removed when their 

information was incorporated into gadgets our team created. Gadgets can be edited, and more gadgets 

can be added at later dates, if necessary. The Credit Dashboard and corresponding gadgets’ code is 

viewable to all users. A user can suggest revisions, or add in a gadget they have created, and push the 

idea to the Quartz Core team if they are interested in having it added to the global Credit Dashboard.  

4.2 Gadgets 
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In this section, each gadget on the Credit Dashboard is detailed, from its initial conception as an idea, 

the need for it, and the process of development. 

4.2.1 Sandra Database Last 5 Trades 
 

Each time a trade occurs, it is stored in the Sandra database, viewable through the Sandra DB Browser. A 

trade first goes into a Queue, where it is processed or put into a Fails subdirectory if it cannot be 

processed. When finding a specific trade, a user has to open DB Browser, navigate to the correct 

database (as the DB Browser default is dev), locate Queues, and then search for their specific trade 

inside the Processed subdirectory.  

 Peter Bartek expressed that he would find it helpful to be able to see the last few trades from 

the Bloomberg Queue in the Sandra database without having to navigate through this system. In this 

case, a gadget that could display the most important information about the last 5 trades, and allow for 

the ability to drill down to view more information about each trade would be beneficial.  

We looked at past trades to determine what information from a trade was most important to 

display to the user: the instrument type, size, position, price, and unique event ID. When looking at the 

gadget, users should have a broad overview of the trades, and are able to drill down to find what they 

want. Clicking on the Event ID should link them to the Sandra database and to the open trade they 

clicked on for easy access to information.  

We first created a design for what we envisioned the final gadget to look like (figure 16). 

 

Figure 16. Concept Art Last Five Trades 

 In the development of the gadget, we stayed true to the concept art with only a few minor 

changes (figure 17). We began by creating the table the information would go into, and then solving 
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how to fill the information with data, and where to take that data from. All of the information comes 

from Sandra Database, and inside each transaction object for a trade is where we found the specific 

information about the trade. Inside the Sandra browser, all the trades we wanted to display are located 

in the credit_dev database, inside Queues/Processed. Once we had filled the table with the last five 

trades (with the correct information), we used Inform (See Chapter 2.3.6) to be notified whenever a new 

transaction is added into the database. When a new transaction is entered, the gadget again looks for 

the last five trades and fills the table with those. The last piece to be worked on was creating hyperlinks 

in the table, as Quartz uses Qzap URLS as opposed to those you would enter into a web browser. For 

each trade in the table, a URL is first generated and then used to hyperlink the text to the transaction in 

the Sandra Database. 

 

Figure 17. Sandra Last 5 Trades Gadget 

 The size of the columns in the table can be adjusted by dragging the column divider, but will 

reset to default size after the Credit Dashboard is closed and reopened. The trades themselves are not in 

any particular order, so clicking on the column headers can allow you to sort the table by that header. 

The information is updated when the Credit Dashboard is opened, and any time a new transaction is 

added in the Sandra database.  

 After a design review, we determined that it would be helpful to have an intermediate page 

between the link in the table, and the actual item in the Sandra database (figure 18). The page between 

would contain more information about the trade than the table, but less than the item in the database. 

The page also provides a link to the item in the database, if the user needs to find something specific 

that wasn’t deemed necessary for the intermediate page.  
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Figure 18. Intermediate Trade Page 

 The trade page takes an object path, and fills a QZtable with the fields we have chosen for that 

object. The table is then “Qzapified” so that it pops up in the Qzap browser and has an addressable URL. 

4.2.2 Blotter Last Five Events 
 

Gokul Menon and Peter Bartek are continuing to develop an electronic blotter, named CST Sales Tool, 

for the sales and trading teams that would suit their needs (figure 19). Many of the intended users still 

use paper blotters, and do not have any inclination to change their personal recording system to 

incorporate an electronic blotter unless it has qualities they find desirable. One of the popular qualities 

that has been incorporated is the ability to see past trades – whether they were completed or not. 

Current systems allow you to see past completed trades, but traders find it helpful to keep track of 

which clients they were not able to close with for any future interactions they may have with them. The 

more information they have about a client, the better they can tailor their sales to them. From this, 

Menon determined that it would be helpful to have the last five trades readily available to view.  
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Figure 19. CST Sales Tool Electronic Blotter 

 When an event is created in the blotter, it is saved as either an event of a new Deal, or an event 

of an existing Deal (see Chapter 2.3.10). Every CST Sales Tool Event begins with the prefix CSTSales, so 

when retrieving the data, we filtered the events inside Deal Events by those beginning with the same 

prefix, to look at only the events pertaining to the electronic blotter. This way, the events displayed are 

the last five trade events submitted. 

 Like with the Sandra Database Last 5 Trades (see Chapter 4.2.2), the position, instrument type, 

price, and quantity were the main pieces of information to display. Because the two gadgets are so 

similar in purpose, the initial design remained the same (figure 16). Links to each specific event is also 

included, like the previous gadget. Through the development process, we later added in new fields that 

were thought to be pertinent to a clear overview of an event, such as the Client, Region, and Status of 

the trade. Our final design and gadget looks very similar to that of the Sandra Database Last Five Trades 

(figure 20). 
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Figure 20. Last Five Events from CST Sales Tool 

 

4.2.3 Last Ten Alerts 

 

As part of an initiative to increase the number of users relying on Quartz, Bartek believes it would be 

helpful to have a gadget that would display recent alerts. Alerts are stored inside the Sandra database 

under Support and Alerts. From there, the object contains the subject of the alert (usually an error 

message), what application it occurred in, and several other details that are helpful for resolving issues. 

The alert first goes into a queue, and is later moved to Processed or Ignored queues depending on how 

the alert was recalculated. If an application has an error, there is code available to configure the 

application to send an alert into the Sandra database’s Alerts Queue to be read.  

 In some of the support teams for Bank of America’s applications, errors that occur have to be 

found and the error log sent to another user (usually via email) if they want to share it. Bartek believes 

this system could be improved by configuring an application to send an alert to Sandra, and then having 

a gadget that would display the last ten alerts for a user to easily see. This way, a user has real-time 

alerts updates, and links to the Sandra database alert. Ideally, Bartek hopes that soon users will go 

directly to Sandra for Alert information rather than going through error logs.  

 We met with Mike Yang, a Technology Programming Associate at Bank of America, and asked if 

he would be willing to send alerts from some of his applications into Sandra, to work with our gadget. 

He was interested in the idea of being able to easily see the last ten alerts and have links to the alert 

information readily at hand, rather than finding out later when an error log was emailed to him.  
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 When starting the development of the gadget, we first designed something basic that would 

reveal the details of an alert, what type of alert it was, and a link to more information (figure 21). 

 

Figure 21. Concept Art for Last Ten Alerts 

Code for sending errors into Sandra alerts has already been developed, and only needed to be 

added into the production of Yang’s applications. While waiting for him to work on this, we created a 

gadget that would take Alerts from one of the already available directories, using the same methods as 

used for the Sandra Last Five Trades gadget. The gadget displays alerts from all paths inside the Alerts 

Queue, meaning items from Processed, Failed and Signed Off queues inside Alerts are displayed in the 

table.  We added in more fields we found relevant during the development, the most important being 

the level of the alert. The final prototype of the gadget contained real-time information about the last 

ten alerts, including the subject, alert type, level of alert, details, and a link to the alert inside the Sandra 

Database (figure 22).  
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Figure 22. Gadget for Last 10 Alerts 

 After a Design Review, it was decided that the Alerts Gadget could be improved by incorporating 

a notification that would pop up in the bottom right hand corner of the screen when a new Alert was 

added to the Queue (figure 23). This way, if users wanted to deal with alerts right away, rather than 

when they happened to look at the gadget, they could be quickly informed.  

 

Figure 23. Notification of new Alert in Last 10 Alerts Gadget 

 To create the popup notifications with new Alerts, we used Growl, a third party notification 

system used by Bank of America developers. If multiple Alerts occur while the Dashboard is not running, 

all Alerts will display when the Dashboard is next launched (figure 24). 
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Figure 24. Alerts notifications when Launching Dashboard after new Alerts occur 

4.2.4 Trades/Alerts Status 
 

Viewing the last entered trades, or latest alerts gives a brief look into the details of the system, but 

Bartek explained that most people do not need to see details, but a broad spectrum of information to 

show that the system is working well. To create a high-level view of the system, we needed something 

that looked at all the information in a more expansive view, and simplified it in such a way to be visually 

appeasing. In this case, we decided a table of the Processed, Failed, Ignored, and Signed Off trades and 

Alerts would allow users to see just how much is being done, without going too far into details (figure 

25). As an added visual aid, we decided to include a bar graph of the same information (figure 26), but as 

a separate gadget. Both gadgets display the same information, in two different mediums.  

 

Figure 25. Concept Art for Trades Status table 
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Figure 26. Concept Art for Trades Status Graph 

The information displayed in the graph and table is all information we have accessed for gadgets 

in the previous sections.  The Queues of trades and Alerts are all located inside the Sandra Database, 

under Queues and Support. The main obstacle of this gadget was to bring all this information, from a 

few different subdirectories, into one location for easy viewing. Once the information was in a table, the 

graph was more easily created. Examples of created graphs on gadgets were available through demo 

UIs, and by finding the source code for Quartz Dashboard gadgets with graphing capabilities. The initial 

gadgets looked very similar to our concept art (figures 27 and 28).  

 

 

Figure 27. Initial Trades Status Table Gadget 
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Figure 28. Initial Trades Status Graph Gadget 

 

Because the cb_tsf_xml_bbg (BBG) has so much more data inside of it, the other Queues are 

dwarfed by comparison. We decided that adding charts under each Queue for their information would 

provide more readability, without detracting from the fact that there are quite a bit more transactions in 

the BBG Queue. Bartek also created an Archived Section in the Queues to throw old data, so that it 

would not get stuck inside the directories displayed in the graphs. Overall, the final gadgets contained a 

table of the Queues and Alerts items, pie charts displaying each Queue, and a bar chart containing the 

information from all three – the two Queues and Alerts (figures 29 and 30).  
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Figure 29. Trades Status Table and Chart Gadget 

 

Figure 30. Trades Status Bar Chart Gadget. 
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4.2.5 Blotter User Statistics 

 

With the recent development of the CST Sales Tool described in Chapter 4.2.2, it is important to keep 

track of how much the application is being used. The blotter is currently still in beta, but as it develops, 

Menon said it would be helpful to see how many users are using this application. If very few users are 

using it, the application may need to be changed or scrapped, and if a lot of users are using it, it may 

need maintenance or monitoring. 

Quartz already keeps track of the number of unique users and launches of different applications, 

but both Menon and Bartek said it would be more helpful to keep track of the number of users entering 

information in the blotter, as opposed to just launching it. Additionally, users do not necessarily have to 

launch the application from its icon, as it has a unique URL that can be navigated to through any open 

Quartz browser. We met with Fred Hsu, a member of the Core Team that developed Quartz and Qzap, 

to see how we could get statistics on accessing a specific URL (see Meetings Log, Appendix A). Hsu 

explained that users’ most recent one hundred browsing preferences from Qzap is saved to allow for 

easily accessing of recent and most visited pages. When a URL has not been visited enough, it drops out 

of the bottom of the one hundred saved to make room for one that has been. If this information is 

stored, it can be used to create user statistics for connections to the CST Sales Tool URL. 

This gadget has a much farther reaching scope than just looking at the number of users 

accessing the electronic blotter. Once you have a method of determining the users navigating to CST 

Sales Tool, you could branch to pages inside that one application to get an idea of what features are 

being used. Additionally, this same approach can be brought to any other Qzap application to allow for 

more accurate application usage data.  

To display the usage of the CST Sales Tool, we decided we should use a tree map (figure 31). This 

would allow for users to see the use of the blotter first among regions, and then different desks of 

trading, to the users that are utilizing the program. Each section of the tree map is based on how many 

users are in that region or desk; larger sections have more traders than smaller sections. The color 

indicates the usage of the application; darker colored sections use the application more than their 

lighter counterparts. The tree maps used by the current Dashboard (see Chapter 2.2.11) displays the 

users using Quartz from the previous day, and when the next day’s statistics come through, the old 

information is discarded. Demo UI for creating a tree map was already available for us to use. 
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Figure 31. Concept Art for User Statistics Gadget 

In order to display the activity in the application over time we first needed to create a Bob Job 

(see Chapter 2.3.7) that will capture the statistics (users connecting to the CST Sales Tool URL) for the 

day and store them for our use. Once we have this information stored, we can add all users’ connections, 

unique users, and any other statistics we find important. The most recent day’s information could be 

used for the tree map, and the backlog of user statistics could be used to create graphs over time for 

more visuals on user statistics (figure 32).  

 

Figure 32. Concept Art for User Statistics Graph over time 
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 What we have found with the User Statistics gadgets, is that there are not a lot of people 

currently using the blotter. That is to be expected, as the blotter is only in production in London, and is 

still being developed for other offices. Because of this, the tree map displayed for this gadget is 

considerably blank (figure 33). The only section colored is Bartek’s department, where he, Menon, and 

our project group have been using the application.  

 

Figure 33. Initial User Statistics Gadget 

 After a design review, it was decided that we did not need to display all of the departments, but 

only the ones relevant to business as we only really cared about how many people are utilizing the 

electronic blotter in London offices, where it is currently in production. Narrowing down the 

departments displayed allows for a better overall picture of the adaptation of the electronic blotter. 

Rather than use the default hierarchy from the demo UI, we created our own starting at the top with 

Graham Hill, the Head of the Security Products Sales, and the topmost of the business hierarchy inside 

Bank of America. In Quartz’s Qzap browser we can see all the people he directs, and each person that 

they direct under him. This information was used for confirmation, and the actual data pulled for the 

hierarchy came from the Sandra employee profiles. When we had a working tree map using this 

hierarchy, we checked it against the Qzap profiles to be sure of accuracy. The finished tree map is a lot 

clearer to see, and displays only the business departments that we want to monitor for use of the 

electronic blotter (figure 34). 
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Figure 34. Users Statistics Gadget 

 The gadget to display the User Statistics over time also has very low numbers, but is much more 

interesting to look at (figure 35). Right now, the number of users and launches are low (less than ten per 

day), but when usage of the application picks up, this graph will be more helpful to understanding how 

many users are launching the application. The green line on the graph indicates the number of launches 

per day, and the red dot indicates users. When the electronic blotter application eventually goes into 

production in New York offices, this will be helpful to see how many people are using it, and how often 

they launch it.  
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Figure 35. User Statistics Graph over Time Gadget 

4.2.6 Queues  
 

Before the start of our work on this project, Bartek created two gadgets for proof of concept that a 

Credit Dashboard could be made. He created two corresponding gadgets to display the Queues of 

Alerts, so that users could see the number of Alerts at any given point, which we improved upon with 

the Trades/Alerts Status Gadgets in Chapter 2.2.5. 

 In the first gadget, there is a table for the number of Processed transactions (or Trade Messages) 

in the LVT_credit_dev database Queue (figure 36). Clicking on the tile of the gadget launches Qzap and 

brings the user to the Queues directory in Sandra. 

 

Figure 36. Queues Gadget of Processed Trade Messages 
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 The second gadget displays the number of Processed Alerts for three different Queues 

directories (figure 37). Clicking the tile of the gadget will launch Qzap and bring the user into the Alerts 

directory.  

 

Figure 37. Queues Gadget for Processed Alerts 

 The information displayed in these gadgets was later incorporated into the Trades/Alerts Status 

gadgets in Chapter 4.2.4, and removed from the Credit Dashboard. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations 
  

Over the seven weeks this project took place, we have created a Credit Dashboard that acts as a central 

location for seven gadgets designed to aid in monitoring system health. Though Bank of America has a 

recently developed yet sophisticated system for market data, risk measures, and approval workflow, 

named Quartz, it lacks a thorough monitoring of that system. The idea behind this project is system 

transparency; users need to have the ability to see what is happening within different aspects of Quartz 

in a manner that is both easy and convenient.  

The Credit Dashboard fulfills this need through the display of the gadgets. Each gadget monitors 

a different application or queue, aimed to support different teams in the Global Markets Research 

Technology (GMRT) division within Bank of America. The benefits of the Credit Dashboard are twofold; 

the gadgets provide easily-read system information to help teams monitor their applications, and the 

Dashboards created by the Quartz Core Team are exposed as a viable method for monitoring system 

processes.  

 We recommend that Peter Bartek, our sponsor liaison and manager of this project, continue to 

contact different GMRT teams to talk about the Credit Dashboard and ask if they would have any 

interest in utilizing the Credit Dashboard. We have seven gadgets that can be demonstrated to potential 

users, and even adapted to their needs if they were interested in using it. The Alerts gadget specifically 

may interest potential users, as it can be easily customized for a user to receive alerts from an 

application they have developed.  

 When talking with different teams to gather interest in the dashboard, we recommend that 

ideas for gadgets might need to be gathered. Appendix B contains an interview outline that can be used 

to start a discussion for possible future gadgets. If at all possible, gadgets should be developed for teams, 

or instructions for teams to create their own if they are interested in using the Credit Dashboard.  

 For future gadgets, easy customization should be kept in mind during development. Current 

gadgets can be edited to a user’s specific application or queue through revision of the gadget code, but a 

UI component to do this on the gadget would make it much easier for users to adopt the Credit 

Dashboard into their work.  
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 If GMRT teams do take interest in using the Credit Dashboard and having more customizable 

gadgets created, we would recommend that the Dashboard itself also become customizable for users. 

Our group’s vision of the final Credit Dashboard would be a blank Dashboard with an option to add 

gadgets (figure 38). When adding gadgets to the Dashboard, users could customize them to display the 

applications and queues that they want to see, and not just the ones we have developed for different 

teams. Users should be able to organize and group the gadgets however is best for them, and if they 

close the Dashboard it should retain these preferences for its next launch. Gadgets could be kept in a 

directory to be added, or development of a “Gadget Store” could occur that would allow for browsing 

and adding gadgets in the same easy manner as App Stores.  

 

Figure 38. Concept for Blank Customizable Dashboard 

 A customizable Dashboard would help users monitor information pertinent to their interests. A 

large selection of gadgets and intuitive easy-to-use interface will help “sell” the Dashboard to potential 

users. As more users work with the Dashboard, the more gadgets can be created and resources devoted 

to improving the Dashboard. The final product would be a customizable monitoring system for users to 

keep track of applications, queues, alerts, and anything else that a gadget can be designed for.   
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Appendix A: Meetings Log 
 

Project Meetings Log 
Date Attendees Formal/Informal Main Topics 

10/28/2013 

Peter Bartek 
Nicolas Dupuis 
Alexandra Mutty 
Fangwen Yuan 

Informal 
- Introductions / Tour of BofA floors 
- Project Discussion 
- Explanation of Quartz 

10/30/2013 

Peter Bartek 
Nicolas Dupuis 
Alexandra Mutty 
Fangwen Yuan 

Informal 

- Create a presentation on Credit Dashboard 
(Pros/Cons) to “sell” to teams 
- Begin development of gadget to view last 5 
trades 

10/30/2013 

Peter Bartek 
Nicolas Dupuis 
Gokul Menon 
Sales/Trade staff 

Formal 

- Peter and Gokul ask Sales/Trading staff to Demo 
Quartz electronic blotter, take feedback 
- Program ran really slowly, would need to be 
faster 

10/31/2013 

Peter Bartek 
Gokul Menon 
Alexandra Mutty 
Sales/Trade staff 

Formal 

- Peter and Gokul ask Sales/Trading staff to Demo 
Quartz electronic blotter, take feedback 
- Traders want to see trades that haven’t been 
completed (client backed out, or they did 

11/04/2013 

Peter Bartek 
Nicolas Dupuis 
Alexandra Mutty 
Fangwen Yuan 

Informal 

- Gadget Development update 
- Set up meeting with Gokul Menon to discuss 
possible gadget ideas 
- Make a Code project (tool to keep track of 
project progress) 

11/04/2013 

Nicolas Dupuis 
Gokul Menon 
Alexandra Mutty 
Fangwen Yuan 

Formal 

- Presentation of Credit Dashboard idea 
- Gokul’s Role – Peter Bartek gets project, breaks 
down into parts, Gokul completes part(s) 
- Gadget ideas: Last 5 trades through Blotter, User 
stats 

11/07/2103 

Peter Bartek 
Nicolas Dupuis 
Alexandra Mutty 
Fangwen Yuan 

Informal 
- Gadget ideas/specifications 
- Decide on method for drilling down in gadget 

11/08/2013 

Peter Bartek 
Nicolas Dupuis 
Alexandra Mutty 
Fangwen Yuan 

Informal 

- Begin development for top CST Sales Users 
- Possible idea for information: use tree map 
- Meet with Fred Hsu to find out about storing 
user URL info 

11/08/2013 

Nicolas Dupuis 
Gokul Menon 
Alexandra Mutty 
Fangwen Yuan 

Informal 

- Where CST Sales Tool trades are stored 
- How to access app usage information 
- User statistics: possibly looking at how many 
users “touch” a trade 
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11/08/2013 

Peter Bartek 
Nicolas Dupuis 
Fred Hsu 
Alexandra Mutty 
Fangwen Yuan 

Informal 

- Demonstrated Sandra Last 5 Trades gadget 
- Explained Credit Dashboard concept 
- User statistics idea – need their URL history 
- Where users URL history is stored 

11/13/2013 

Peter Bartek 
Nicolas Dupuis 
Alexandra Mutty 
Fangwen Yuan 

Informal 

- Concept for User Stats gadget 
- Where to find user preferences for User Stats. 
Gadget 
- Will need to create a Bob Job to store stats 

11/15/2013 

Peter Bartek 
Nicolas Dupuis 
Alexandra Mutty 
Fangwen Yuan 

Informal 
- Demo with QzDev 
- Worked through Demo bar chart code 

11/19/2013 

Nicolas Dupuis 
Alexandra Mutty 
Mike Yang 
Fangwen Yuan 

Formal 
- Specs for alerts and fails gadget 
- Possible email option? 
- What information to display 

11/21/2013 

Peter Bartek 
Nicolas Dupuis 
Alexandra Mutty 
Mike Yang 
Fangwen Yuan 

Informal 
- Clarification on Alerts and Fails gadget 
- Where to find information 
- What the gadget should look like 

12/02/2013 

Peter Bartek 
Nicolas Dupuis 
Alexandra Mutty 
Fangwen Yuan 

Informal 
- Design Review 
- Intermediate pages for links 
- New hierarchy for treemap (limit to business) 

12/02/2013 

Peter Bartek 
Sam Beck 
Nicolas Dupuis 
Alexandra Mutty 
Fangwen Yuan 

Informal 
- Into to Credit Dashboard 
- Interest in Alerts 
- FWD tutorial on setting up alerts in applications 
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Appendix B: Interview Outline 
 

We first explain our project and the purpose of the dashboard, followed by a quick demonstration of the 

Dashboard with the gadgets that were completed by the time of the meeting. 

 

 What is your role in the company? 

 What work do you do on a daily basis? 

 What projects are you currently working on? 

 What Quartz Applications do you use frequently? 

 What information do you look at daily within the Quartz tools? 

 What information would you like to have readily available? 

 Would you use a dashboard? 

 What tools would you like to see? 
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Appendix C: A Brief History of Bank of America 
 

From its earliest beginnings, Bank of America has been interested in a financial system that works for 

the consumers. In 1904, Amadeo Giovanni formed the Bank of Italy in San Francisco, California as a 

people’s bank. At the time, most American banks discriminated heavily against the poor and new 

immigrants to the country, and the Bank of Italy filled the banking needs of the lower class. 

 Throughout the next 80 years, Bank of Italy, later renamed Bank of America and Italy, and finally 

Bank America, steadily grew to become a trusted and widespread Californian bank. Following the 

relaxation of federal banking regulations that allowed banks to expand across State borders, Bank 

America acquired Seafirst Corporation of Seattle, Washington, and began its expansion across the 

United States. Acquisitions of Security Pacific National Bank in 1992 and Continental Illinois National 

Bank and Trust Co. in 1994 served to help spread Bank America across the continent. Plagued by 

financial troubles in the late 1990’s, Bank America was later merged with Nations Bank to become the 

Bank of America Corporation.  

 In the 1950’s, Bank America had led the revolution behind credit and banking cards with 

BankAmericard (later named VISA), and in 2005 Bank of America became a credit card giant following 

the acquisition of MBNA, the largest independent credit card issuer. Shortly after, Bank of America 

acquired the United States Trust Company and Countrywide Financial in 2006 and 2008, respectively. 

Just days away from bankruptcy, Merrill Lynch merged with Bank of America in 2009 under pressure 

from federal government. Though the merge initially meant that Bank of America inherited the severe 

losses suffered by Merrill Lynch leading up to their bankruptcy, it also served to make Bank of America 

the largest wealth management company in the world, and later went on to be most profitable in the 

investment banking market. 

 Bank of America began in consumer banking, and even today consumer banking remains the 

largest division of the corporation. With over 5,800 retail branches and 18,000 ATMs located across the 

United States, Bank of America is one of the largest banks in the World. As of 2013, Relbanks statistics 

places Bank of America as the 11th largest financial institution, with a combined total of $2.21 trillion 

dollars in assets. In the United States, it is the second largest bank, behind J.P Morgan Chase. Although 

globalization means that most companies, including Bank of America, have expanded across the World, 

90% of Bank of America’s revenue is generated in the United States domestic markets, and this remains 

their core strategy as a banking institution.  


